The complete solution to restoring headlights to as new condition

Severely damaged headlight lens

Restored headlight lens

An advanced system that delivers
improved headlight performance
and clearer vision.

Not just for old vehicles

As cars get older, the plastic headlight lenses

deterioration within a few years. A headlight restoration

deteriorate as a result of abrasion and UV exposure.

will dramatically improve the look of these vehicles.

The headlights become a dirty yellow colour with
an opaque surface. This surface damage can

Many relatively new vehicles with headlights that wrap
over with a horizontal surface will often show signs of

Area prone to damage

dramatically reduce the light output and make
headlights less effective.
The Invision Headlight Restoration Kit is designed
to restore plastic headlight lenses back to as new
condition. The kit includes all cleaners, sandpaper,
polish and polishing cloths, UV resurface coating and
a detailed instruction sheet.
In 5 easy to follow steps, the cars headlights will be
clearer and the performance dramatically improved.

DIY Kit (HRK01)

Trade Kit (HRK02)

Designed for retail to suit the DIY market.

Designed for trade workshops.

The HRK01 services the headlights of one vehicle.

HRK02 can economically restore the headlights of up
to ten vehicles.
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Restore up to

Kits Contain: Yellow-X Cleaner, UV Clear Coat, graded wet & dry sandpaper, blue cloth and protective glove.
		
• Masking tape, cleaning cloth and water bottle not supplied.

Cars

PROKIT Fast & Professional
(HRK03)

PROKIT includes
a professional
electric sander to
dramatically reduce
restoration time

Restore up to

PROKIT is a complete workshop
solution for high volume headlight
restorations.

50

The PROKIT is designed to service 50 vehicles and
all the components come in a solid case that can be
easily restocked with all ordering details on the inside
lid. The kit is specifically designed with high volume
workshops in mind as the included Metabo electric
sander dramatically shortens the time it takes to
service a vehicle.
The market for vehicles needing restoration is
enormous so PROKIT Headlight Restoration is an
opportunity to create new income for your business.

PROKIT Contents
Yellow-X Cleaner
Qty 4
UV Clear Coat
Qty 4
400 Grade Sanding Disk Qty 50
1000 Grade Sanding Disk Qty 50
2000 Grade Sanding Disk Qty 50
3000 Grade Sanding Disk Qty 50
UV Clear Coat Applicator Qty 50
Metabo Electric Sander
Qty 1
• Masking tape, cleaning cloth, protective glove
and water bottle not supplied.

PROKIT Refill Products
HRK07 Yellow-X Blister Pack 60ml bottles
HRK08 UV Clear Coat Blister Pack 60ml bottles
HRK09 400 Grade W/D Sanding Discs Boxed
HRK10 1000 Grade W/D Sanding Discs Boxed
HRK11 2000 Grade W/D Sanding Discs Boxed
HRK12 3000 Grade W/D Sanding Discs Boxed
HRK13 UV Clear Coat Applicator Boxed
HRK15 Metabo Electric Sander

Qty 4
Qty 4
Qty 50
Qty 50
Qty 50
Qty 50
Qty 50
Qty 1
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Easy steps
See the online instructional video www.invisionsales.com

The Invision Headlight Restoration system is designed to deliver a premium quality finish in 5 easy steps.
Using the PROKIT, a complete job takes around 30 minutes.

1. Protect paint work

2. Remove Corrosion

3. Sand

4. Clean

5. UV protective coating

For a complete video showing the headlight
restoration of this vehicle go to:
www.invisionsales.com

The right hand headlight shows the fully restored
headlight compared to the original headlight on the
left hand side.

See the online instructional video
For more information contact us today!
Invision Sales Pty Ltd.
Phone: +61 3 9336 2066
Email: enquiries@invisionsales.com
Web: www.invisionsales.com

